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Abstract
The Southern African Development Community (SADC) region includes 15 member states which all
face growing population numbers and a possible protein shortage within the next 20 years. Although
these countries have a wealth of livestock genetic resources and mostly are quite agriculturally
dependent, there exist clear limitations and challenges regarding animal recording, genetic
improvement, production efficiency and the implementation of new technologies, such as genomic
selection (GS). Genomic selection incorporates genomic information with phenotypic information
(breeding values) to derive genomic estimated breeding values (GEBV) and leads to an increased rate
of genetic improvement. The countries within the SADC region are in several stages of development
with regard to agriculture and infrastructural development and this limits the implementation of
advanced technologies. The establishing of reference populations seems beyond the capacity of most
of these countries at present, mainly in terms of financial viability, infrastructural support and national
cohesion. Genomic technology however holds potential for the introgression of favourable genes in
resource-poor livestock production systems and traceability of livestock products. Furthermore,
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identification of traits associated with adaptability and disease resistance and unique products would
contribute to food security on various levels. This review discusses interventions that may mitigate
constraints, and proposes key research areas needed for addressing the limitations mentioned.

Keywords: Genetic improvement; genotyping platforms; hard-to-measure traits; indigenous
livestock; reference population

1. Introduction
The growing demand for protein originating from livestock has been widely discussed and is well
documented (Kahi & Rewe, 2008; Pica-Ciamarra et al., 2010; Van Marle-Köster & Webb, 2014). The
world population is expected to grow to approximately 9 billion by 2050 (United Nations, 2011), with
approximately 8 billion of the world population living in developing countries (Thornton, 2010;
Capper, 2013). In sub-Saharan Africa alone, the human population is expected to grow at a rate of 1.2
% per year with a two-fold increase in the demand for meat and milk. Southern Africa is facing
palpable challenges to meet these demands considering the large number of constraints that these
countries are already subjected to. These constraints vary from biological and environmental effects
including periodic drought, shortage of grazing as well as ecto- and endo-parasites (Gwaze et al.,
2009) to a range of socio-economic and political factors (Iñiguez, 2011). In most of the literature on
livestock development in Africa (Wurzinger et al., 2011; Herrero et al., 2013; Rothschild & Plastow,
2014), these limitations have been highlighted as major issues in preventing the countries to increase
productivity and produce much needed protein. Livestock production is also under pressure due to the
envisaged effects of climate change which is foreseen to impact upon its sustainability (Nardone et al.,
2010; Rust & Rust, 2013).
Over the past few decades, developments in the field of molecular genetics and animal breeding have
opened new avenues for accelerating genetic progress and increasing the accuracy of selection of
superior genetic stock (Rothschild & Plastow, 2007). For most livestock species, whole genome
sequences have been completed and deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) markers have been commercialized
in useful diagnostic applications such as DNA-based parentage testing (Van Marle-Kőster et al,
2013), the identification of genetic defects and marker assisted selection (Blasco & Toro, 2014).
Commercial single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) chips have recently been developed for use in
genomic selection (Blasco & Toro, 2014). As these genomic developments have mainly been used in
the developed world the question could be raised if it will contribute to increased production in
developing countries.
Africa is a diverse continent with an agricultural sector that has to function within certain limitations
that will remain relevant and real for some time to come (Van Marle-Köster & Webb, 2014).
Therefore, this review focuses on Southern African countries to provide a perspective on the
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alternative approaches for application of genomic tools. In the process, attention is given to
indigenous resources, livestock recording and structures already in place as well as advances in
developed countries and the feasibility of applying these advances locally. Finally, the review
suggests a few ideas on the research and development required to ensure the future sustainability of
ruminant livestock production in the SADC region.

2. The SADC region
2.1 Member states, demographics and economics
The SADC is an inter-governmental organization that consists of 15 member states (Figure 1).

Figure 1 Countries forming part of the Southern African Development Community (SADC) region

The region had approximately 281 million inhabitants in 2011 (SADC, 2013), with more than 60% of
the total population resident in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC – 27%), South Africa
(18%) and Tanzania (16%). The gross regional product of SADC amounted to 650935 million US$ in
2011 (SADC, 2013). The bulk of this regional product (63%) was generated in South Africa, followed
by Angola at 15%. Agricultural activities contributed between 4% and 27% of national GDP of the
individual member states (Directorate of Food, Agriculture and Natural Resources, 2011). According
to this source, agricultural products are also important for earning foreign revenue, averaging 13% of
export earnings across the region. Agricultural products furthermore contribute 66% to inter-regional
trade.
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The various countries within the SADC region are in several stages of development with regard to
agriculture and infrastructural development (SADC, 2013). Despite these differences, the member
states aim to further socio-economic cooperation and integration as well as political and security
cooperation among them. The Livestock Unit (LU) within the Food, Agriculture and Natural
Resource Directorate aims to address common challenges and to coordinate livestock development
activities. The identification, diagnosis and control of trans-boundary diseases (such as foot and
mouth disease and Rift Valley Fever) is one area that receives special attention (SADC, 2013).

2.2 Topography, climate and environment
In total, the size of the SADC region comprises nearly 10 million km², with approximately 25% arable
land (SADC, 2010). The size of the individual countries making up the SADC region range from
more than 1 million km² in the DRC (2.3 million km²), Angola (1.2 million km²) and South Africa
(1.2 million km²) to below 0.1 million km² in Lesotho, Mauritius and Swaziland (Directorate of Food,
Agriculture and Natural Resources, 2011). Seven terrestrial ecological zones include highly variable
habitat types, from mangroves in Mozambique and Tanzania to desert and xeric shrub lands in
Angola, Namibia and South Africa (SADC, 2010). Average annual precipitation in the region is
highly variable, ranging from below 100 to 300 mm in the arid parts of Namibia and South Africa to
in excess of 2000 mm and above in parts of the DRC, Madagascar, Mauritius and the Seychelles
(Directorate of Food, Agriculture and Natural Resources, 2011).

2.3 Livestock species and diversity
Despite the huge diversity between these countries, some unique aspects are shared with regard to the
availability of livestock genetic resources and their development. Cattle, sheep and goats play a major
role in the livelihood of the population in all these countries. According to Rischkowsky et al. (2007),
19% of 990 cattle breeds, 18% of 559 goat breeds and 12% of 1129 sheep breeds in the world can be
found in Africa. A wealth of breed diversity can thus be expected in the broader African region. The
total ruminant livestock populations in SADC member countries are estimated at 64 million cattle, 39
million sheep and 38 million goats (SADC, 2013). These species contribute to food security, socioeconomic and cultural needs. Approximately 75% of animals constituting these livestock populations
are maintained within small farming operations or kept by small holders (Moyo & Swanepoel, 2010).
The presence of a large variety of indigenous livestock breeds within the SADC region is a major
asset for this region. It is estimated that there are approximately a hundred different livestock breeds
that include cattle, sheep and goats. The list compiled by the FAO (2007) however includes composite
breeds as well as a number of ecotypes which have not yet been classified as individual breeds. The
concept of breed as defined by the FAO (1999) may include a group of animals that can be defined
based on external characteristics or defined by its geographical/cultural separation that resulted in a
phenotypically similar group. It is expected that there may be many more ecotypes that would qualify
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as individual breeds but they have either not been investigated or the data to substantiate their status
as a breed is not publically available. It is also possible that a number of breeds have not been
included in the Domestic Animal Diversity Information System (DAD-IS) of the FAO as they have
been lost due to arbitrary cross-breeding between populations. Furthermore, it is estimated that about
700 local livestock breeds of all species worldwide may have become extinct over the past few
centuries (Hoffman, 2011). The data completeness for indigenous breeds varies from 34% to 50%
across continents according to DAD-IS (Tixier-Boichard, 2014). Despite the apparently rich diversity
in terms of breeds on the African continent (Rischkowsky et al. 2007), there is still no clarity on the
number of indigenous breeds vs. composites and ecotypes in Southern Africa. This emphasises the
importance of breed characterization, both on a phenotypic and genetic level, of indigenous farm
animal resources.
Genomic tools are useful for genetic characterization of breeds and a number of Southern African
indigenous sheep, goat and cattle breeds have been investigated on a molecular level. Mitochondrial
DNA, microsatellite markers and more recently SNP technology have been widely applied for this
purpose (Bhargava & Fuentes, 2010; Lenstra et al., 2012). Studies on genetic characterization of
livestock in the SADC region have focused on indigenous goats. These countries include Tanzania
(Muema et al., 2009), Mozambique (Garrine et al 2007), South Africa (Visser et al., 2004; Pieters et
al., 2009; Mdladla et al., 2014), Namibia (Els et al., 2004) and Botswana (Maletsanake et al., 2013).
In South Africa genetic characterization studies were also done on both sheep (Kunene et al., 2009;
Soma et al., 2012; Qwabe et al., 2012) and cattle populations (Makina et al., 2014) while in Malawi
one study on cattle has been reported (Changadeya et al., 2012).
Genetic characterization of indigenous livestock is often performed with conservation in mind and the
focus tends to be on ecotypes and populations that are not well defined or adequately phenotyped.
Unfortunately the populations subjected to research are mostly not included in selection for improved
production or utilization. Indigenous livestock species are a valuable genetic resource to contribute to
food security in a number of ways (Hoffmann, 2011), but they are generally not included in
commercial production value chains to the marketplace.
Studies of genetic characterization have contributed to knowledge of genetic relationships, diversity
and population structure of indigenous stock and may have assisted in conservation of some breeds
(Tixier-Boichard, 2014). A dearth of knowledge remains with regard to traits that make these breeds
unique and can be exploited in selection for increasing their productivity and contribution to food
security. Indigenous breeds are often praised for their adaptive traits and low susceptibility to
diseases, but scientific studies to confirm and exploit these characteristics have been limited (FAO,
2007). Only a few Southern African indigenous cattle and sheep breeds have been reported to the
DAD-IS as having high resistance/resilience to tick-borne diseases and gastro-intestinal parasites
(Table 1).
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Table 1. Adaptive characteristics of indigenous cattle and sheep breeds in the SADC region
Species

Country

Breeds

Quality

Reference

Cattle

South Africa

Nguni, Pedi,

High tolerance to

FAO (2007)

Shangaan, Tswana

tick-burdens

Nguni

Lower tick counts

Marufu et al.,
(2011, 2014)

Sheep

South Africa

Damara

High tolerance to

FAO (2007)

Heart-water disease
Namaqua Afrikaner

Low tick counts

Cloete et al.
(2013)

Mozambique

Landim

High tolerance to

FAO (2007)

tick-burdens

It is expected that there are more local breeds in the SADC region with similar advantages, but these
breeds probably have not yet been recognised as a valuable genetic resource or included in research
efforts.

2.4 Livestock recording and evaluation infrastructure
The backbone for successful application of quantitative animal breeding has always been recording of
accurate phenotypes as an essential component of genetic evaluation. In an evaluation by Thieme
(2007) it was evident that the basic tools required for animal improvement was only applied in a small
percentage of livestock breeds in Africa (Table 2). It is evident that the basic prerequisites for carrying
out structured animal improvement programmes are lacking for most African breeds. It is not foreseen
that this situation will be vastly different in the SADC region. Indeed, Brockhaus (2007) reported that
the bulk of Southern African countries have a limited capacity for managing genetic resources for
food production. The infrastructure for carrying out basic animal improvement operations are severely
constrained in Africa in general. These constraints

are present at all levels, namely physical

infrastructure, human capacity as well as at the level of policy development.

New and improved technologies have the potential of making recording easier and far more cost
effective for stud breeders and even commercial farmers. In the SADC region, countries such as South
Africa and Namibia have well established animal recording systems. In South Africa animal recording
was established as early as 1917 and 1959 for dairy and beef cattle respectively (Bergh, 2010). Fleece
testing in sheep has been conducted since 1934, while the formal South African Small Stock
Improvement Scheme dated back to 1964 (Cloete et al., 2014). The 1981/82 production year is
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Table 2. Basic breeding tools applied in Africa for livestock improvement (Source: adapted from
Thieme, 2007)
Percentage of breeds with a:

Cattle

Sheep

Goats

Breeding goal

18

14

21

Strategy implemented

13

9

15

Individual identification

11

9

18

Performance recording

12

8

21

Artificial insemination

23

2

5

Genetic evaluation

9

5

16

formally considered as the operational start for dairy goat recording in South Africa (Olivier et al.,
2005). Namibian animal recording systems are very similar to those in South Africa, and farmers
make use of either Breedplan® (www.nsba.iway.na) or SA Studbook (www.studbook.co.za) as
service providers for routine genetic evaluations. Botswana is the only SADC country with a wellestablished traceability system as they are major exporters of beef to the European Union where
traceability for all animals is a pre-requisite (Department of Animal Health and Production, 2007).
Farmers make use of the ―Livestock Identification and Trace-back system‖ (LITS) which is based on
a reticular bolus with a microchip containing data for collection by the extension officers at herd level.
In the remaining SADC countries animal recording systems have not been well developed and there is
a lack of both phenotypic and pedigree data.

3. Livestock genomics in context
Genomics include a number of genetic applications such as diagnostic testing for genetic defects
(Gholap et al., 2014), major genes (Rothschild & Plastow, 2014) and parentage verification (Van
Eenennaam & Drake, 2012). These tools have been proved to be useful in selection programs for
various livestock species in the developed world. Research done in developing countries has shown
the usefulness of tools such as diagnostic and parentage testing (Kios et al., 2011). The uptake on
farmer level is limited due to costs, a lack of phenotypic information and poor information
dissemination (Cloete, 2012).
In countries that have effective, operational phenotypic recording systems, traditional quantitative
animal breeding has been successful in improving quantitative traits measured in farm animals of both
sexes. However, selection responses at an industry level for economic traits that are lowly heritable,
expensive or difficult to measure, and measured late in life are more difficult to achieve. It is expected
that selection for these traits will benefit the most from the application of genomic tools as reviewed
for cattle by Van Marle-Köster et al. (2013) and for sheep by Cloete et al. (2014). In the developing
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countries, traits that would fall into this category include disease resistance, reproduction efficiency
and carcass traits, all of which are essential for food security in the region.
In animal breeding, the latest molecular innovation was the application of genomic selection (GS)
methodology, which incorporates genomic information into existing tools to derive genomic
estimated breeding values (GEBV) (Meuwissen et al., 2001)The GEBV are derived from SNP effects
estimated from a large group of predictor animals, termed the reference population, that have SNP
genotypes and accurate phenotypes for numerous traits and trait complexes (Goddard, 2009).
These reference populations are used to develop prediction equations for associating phenotypes and
SNP markers in the estimation of GEBV, and generally consist of at least 1000 high-impact animals.
The reference population forms the basis for implementation of GS, as its accuracy depends on the
size of the reference population, extent of linkage disequilibrium (LD), marker density and effective
population size (Daetwyler et al., 2008; Goddard, 2009). Rapid uptake of GS in over 15 developed
countries such as the United States (US), Canada, the Netherlands, Australia, New Zealand, France
and the Nordic countries (Hayes et al., 2009; Reinhardt et al., 2009; Su et al., 2010; Rowe et al., 2013;
Auvray et al., 2014) was facilitated by automated cutting edge next-generation sequencing and
genotyping technologies (Illumina 2011a; 2011b; 2012) that enabled rapid and cost-effective
genotyping of large numbers of animals.
In the SADC context, the generating of such reference populations faces various challenges and
limitations, as discussed by Scholtz et al. (2013). Practical challenges include small population sizes,
the absence of a large number of (accurately) phenotyped animals and EBV information and the lack
of both genotyping infrastructure and a national / regional cohesive strategy. The prohibitive cost of
SNP Chip genotyping also poses a major financial challenge.
Indigenous breeds are known for their small population sizes per country, as many breed
classifications are performed based on geographical location. Many ―breeds‖ are of the same ecotype,
and could be clustered into one grouping. A possible way of circumventing the problem regarding
small population sizes would be to establish across-breed reference populations. Accuracies of GEBV
derived from reference populations that combines animals from multiple breeds or populations are
often higher than achieved with small individual breeds (Hayes et al., 2009; Brøndum et al., 2011) or
pedigree-based parental averages (Makgahlela et al., 2013; Dodds et al., 2014). It is however crucial
that the breeds are closely related or of the same production type, otherwise the prediction equations
derived from one breed will not accurately predict GEBV for another breed (Garrick, 2011). Such
phenomena could occur because the LD phase tends to be different in different breeds and hence, SNP
markers associate with different QTL (Kizilkaya et al., 2010). Accordingly, combining populations
with different genetic architectures in terms of allele frequencies tends to reduce the marker-QTL LD,
which in turn could reduce prediction accuracy (de Roos et al., 2009; Hayes et al., 2011). It was
suggested that these shortcomings could be overcome by increasing the marker density such that the
phase of LD persist across breeds (de Roos et al., 2009; Daetwyler et al., 2010), and by using
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ancestral haplotype segments instead of single markers, which increases LD and prediction accuracy
(de Roos et al., 2011).
In situations where pedigree data are incomplete or unreliably recorded, genomic data obtained using
BovineSNP50 or BovineHD arrays (Illumina, 2011a; Illumina, 2012) can be used to assign parentage,
reconstruct individual genealogical information, and validate incorrect pedigrees (Wiggans et al.,
2009; Gorbach et al., 2010; Toro et al., 2011a; VanRaden et al., 2013). Pedigree correction,
construction, and discovery of unknown parents is presently performed as a routine service for dairy
animals in the US (Wiggans et al., 2009). Genealogical information is useful to monitor inbreeding
and avoid loss of genetic diversity in conservation and breeding strategies, where population
parameters are used as indicators (Meuwissen, 1997; Toro et al., 2011b). In the absence of pedigree
data, genomic data can be used directly to estimate genealogical co-ancestry, monitor inbreeding and
genetic diversity within and across populations (Eding and Meuwissen, 2001; Toro et al., 2011a & b).

4. Potential of genomic selection to the SADC region
Encouraging reports from developed countries show the potential of integrating genomic technology
into animal breeding, with the primary beneficiaries being large-scale commercial producers.
However, it is disturbing that it is yet unclear if this innovation will benefit those African countries
needing it the most. Although at various intensities, these countries have the most disadvantaged
commercial farmers, and substantial numbers of subsistence farmers with high levels of food
insecurity. South Africa has a quite vibrant commercial agricultural livestock sector, while small-scale
farming is also commonly practiced on commonages and tribal land with communal land use. Cloete
(2012) compared literature reporting on these farming systems for beef cattle, dairy cattle, meat and
dairy goats as well as sheep where it was emphasized that production efficiency was appreciably
higher in the commercial sector. However, communal farmers in particular often had markedly
different usage patterns for the livestock under their control compared to their commercial
counterparts. Guidelines are available to allow communal farmers to partake in the National Beef
Recording and Improvement Scheme in South Africa (Nengovhela et al., 2010), but uptake is low.
Cloete (2012) argued that the lack of phenotypic information is a major constraint in efforts to
improve the stock farmed by resource-poor farmers on a genetic level, since all interventions would
require basic performance information. On a positive note, Gizaw et al. (2014) recently reported that
information on pedigrees and live weights of Menz sheep in Ethiopia could be used in animal
improvement programs resulting in genetic gains for smallholder farms. The recording system in the
latter study hinged on observations by young boys caring for the flocks and being recorded by one of
the participating farmers acting as an enumerator. Successes such as this ought to be possible to
replicate in the SADC region, ensuring an enabling environment for the possible future uptake of
initially breeding principles and eventually GS in the region.
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So far, there are no reported experiences in the application of full-scale GS in the SADC region, only
arbitrary plans. Therefore, the primary focus in this section is to articulate directions and alternatives
for implementing GS for livestock genetic improvement in the food-deficient SADC region, which is
often in a disadvantaged position in terms of technological expertise and infrastructure when
compared to the food-surplus countries in the Northern hemisphere (Cloete et al. 2014). The
foundation to accurately estimated EBVs for economic traits, subsequently used for decision-making
in breeding programmes is decades of pedigree and animal performance records. The limitations to
increased food production in several SADC states include the absence of programmes for recording
standardized phenotypes, and lack of or inaccurately recorded pedigrees, due to costs associated with
maintaining such schemes (Rege et al., 2011). These challenges are followed by a lack of national
genetic evaluations, programmes for monitoring genetic diversity within populations and optimum
breeding schemes, needed to identify productive and adapted individuals for breeding purposes
(Brockhaus 2007; Thieme 2007). Genomic selection offers several alternatives to fast-track livestock
genetic progress in SADC states with available phenotypes and pedigrees, even in the absence of
pedigree information. However, recording of the most pertinent phenotypes (e.g. fertility, disease
resistance, meat quality) will remain a critical challenge to take full advantage of this technique, as
advocated by Cloete (2012) and Henryon et al. (2014).
Generating large reference populations remains a challenge in SADC, pertaining to start-up capital
and often numerically small and discrete populations Which tend to limit the

accuracy of GEBV’s

(Rius-Vilarrasa et al., 2011; Thomasen et al., 2012), therefore species and breed-specific strategies
will be required. In dairy cattle, primarily males were genotyped, but females could also be included
to increase the size of the reference population. In addition, strategies that combine genotypes of
animals from different breeds into the same reference population could be valuable, especially in
South Africa with many beef cattle and sheep breeds of smaller sizes.
Genotyping costs could be reduced by firstly exploring pedigree information to identify influential
animals within a population, and then determining the costs of SNP genotyping relative to animal
value. It is prudent to ensure that the most expensive SNP genotyping arrays (i.e. Cattle:
BovineSNP50v2 and BovineHD; Sheep: OvineSNP50 and OvineHD; Goats: CaprineSNP50) are used
to genotype high impact genetically informative animals, while cheaper lower density SNP chips
(Illumina, 2011b) could be used to genotype animals contributing less information or selection
candidates. Finally, algorithms could be used to impute missing genotypes from lower density to
higher density SNP-chips for such animals (Browning and Browning, 2009). Accuracies of imputing
missing genotypes from BovineLD to BovineSNP50 to BovineHD by any method are generally
greater than 90% (Dassonneville et al., 2011; Brøndum et al., 2012; Weng et al., 2012). Similar
results have been reported by Hayes et al. (2011) in sheep, showing that the imputation accuracy of
Merinos from a 5K SNP chip (71%) was substantially reduced relative to breeds with a smaller
effective population size, such as the Border Leicester, Polled Dorset and White Suffolk which
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exceeded 80%. In dairy cattle, proven bulls with an EBV accuracy of close to 100% can be defined as
genetically highly informative whereas cows and heifers will be less informative. In beef cattle and
small ruminants pedigree information can be examined to determine key animals as defined by their
marginal genetic contribution (Boichard et al., 1997). These key animals are necessary to explain the
complete genetic diversity of the entire population, and could form a very good reference population
for imputation.
An alternative method that could assist in the reduction of genotyping costs in the SADC region could
be the pooling of DNA. Bell et al. (2014) genotyped pooled DNA representing a range of dag score
phenotypes in commercial Merino sheep as well as the rams used to sire these progeny. It was feasible
to compute the contribution of individual sires to each pool, providing information on the genotypic
make-up of each sire for dag scores. As rams were genotyped individually, they could be entered in a
reference population, along with information pertaining to their ability to transfer alleles desired for a
quantitative trait of economic importance. Serious thought should be put into the possibility of using
such a technique to obtain genomic information on traits of economic importance (such as
reproduction and disease resistance) in the unpedigreed flocks/herds of small-scale and communal
farmers. Carefully thought-out strategies involving pooled DNA may be a cost-effective alternative to
the capital-intensive prediction of GEBVs.
Developments in the application of genome-based technologies in SADC will more closely follow
success stories from developed world but challenges, which will be discussed in the following section,
will hinder the rate of progress. SADC farmers would benefit from these but for example, are unable
to afford the technology, and existing animal breeding infrastructures are inadequate. Regardless of
the flexibility in adopting these technologies, critical gaps such as traditional animal breeding
infrastructure will need to be addressed first for most countries. Optimal benefits from GS can only be
realised once an efficient processing pipeline has been established by all stakeholders.

5. Challenges to consider in creating a framework for GS in SADC countries
Although the benefits of genomic tools are numerous, the delivery of these modern techniques are
heavily dependent on the presence of recording systems, infrastructure and transportation services
(Rothschild & Plastow, 2014). These factors are in various stages of development and implementation
in different SADC countries. The success of application of genomic technologies in any breeding
scheme will hinge on careful design and planning. Henryon et al. (2014) questions whether GS would
ensure long term genetic gains and therefore stresses the importance of well-planned breeding
programs with clear objectives. International support organizations (e.g. Heifer International, Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation) may play a crucial role in the improvement of resources to facilitate the
possibility of GS in the region.
Ascertainment bias poses a challenge in applying the available SNP chips for searching for regions
under selection for adaptive traits in local and indigenous livestock breeds. The absence of such
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breeds in the design of the SNP chips lead to fewer polymorphic loci available. A study including
Nguni and Afrikaner cattle yielded fewer informative SNP compared to breeds such as the Angus and
Holstein that were included in the original development of the BovineSNP50 bead chip (Qwabe et al.,
2013). Sandenbergh (2015) similarly inferred that, at ~34000, the indigenous Namaqua Afrikaner
sheep breed had substantially fewer informative SNP-loci compared to the Merino (~45000), when
using the Ovine 50K genotyping array. Other South African sheep breeds partially or completely
descended from European germplasm, like the Dorper and SAMM, were intermediate at respectively
~41400 and ~41900 in terms of the number of informative SNP.
Cloete et al. (2014) noted challenges in terms of budgetary constraints and suitably trained analysts to
genotype animals for a reference population followed by implementing a system of GS in South
African sheep. The dominant position of South Africa to the SADC gross regional product (63%) has
already been mentioned. According to the recent South African National Survey of Research and
Experimental Development for 2012-13, South Africa invests 0.76% of its GDP in Research and
Development (Statistical Report, 2014). This figure is down from ~0.9% for the period from 2004/05
to 2009/10 and does not compare favourably with other countries in the Brazilian, Russian, India and
China (BRIC) grouping (China – 1.84% and the Russian Federation – 1.09%) as well as the
Organisation for Economic Development and Cooperation’s (OECD) average of 2.4% (OECD
StatExtracts, 2014). The number of researchers per 1000 fulltime equivalents (FTE) in South Africa
remained quite stable at 1.4 to 1.6 over the past decade (Statistical Report, 2014). This figure also
does not compare favourably with an OECD average of 7.7 researchers per 1000 FTE. Based on these
figures, Cloete et al. (2014) contended that South Africa need to work upon its capacity to conduct
high-level research such as creating an environment to implement GS. It would not be unreasonable to
assume that the same basic situation exists throughout the SADC region.
Another potential challenge to the implementation of genomic tools in the SADC region, is resistance
to genetic engineering and the perception that enhancing pedigree-based EBV with genomic tools fall
into this category. Many African countries have policies to prevent genetically modified organisms
(GMOs) to be produced in or even entering their countries. Improved communication will be key to
ensure acceptance of the potential advantages of genomic tools.
At present, most genomic tools are perceived to be expensive and beyond the realm of developing
countries (Cloete, 2012). It would however be unwise to ignore these technologies as the benefits of
more accurate selection and an accelerated rate of genetic improvement would have a significantly
positive effect on production and food security. A low-risk strategy for countries that are currently not
able to afford genomic technologies would be to follow the developments and pitfalls that developed
countries are highlighting and position themselves in such a way that implementation and uptake of
methodologies could follow quickly once it is accepted. Indeed, a recent study in the United Kingdom
indicated that the best economic gains should be achievable using genomic selection tools in terminal
traits of beef bulls and meat sheep whereas reduced benefits would accrue for maternal traits (Todd,
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2013). The latter study defined novel traits for predicting carcass excellenceto demonstrate the
potential of these technologies. When Table 2 is considered, it is clear that interventions like using
computer tomography for sheep, as indicated by Todd (2013), are not realistic options for small-scale
farmers in the SADC region. In fact, Cloete (2012) and Gizaw et al. (2014) contended that major steps
towards a sustainable small-scale production system could be taken by merely applying well-known
and extensively tested quantitative genetics principles already implemented for commercial
agriculture. Given the environmental constraints of the region, both Cloete (2012) and Cloete et al.
(2014) stressed the importance of hard-to-measure adaptability traits as candidates for GS. A lack of
commercial and communal phenotypes may complicate this quest but may be compensated for by
using well-phenotyped resource flocks under constitutional control in reference populations (Cloete et
al., 2014). The information nucleus flock fulfils a similar role in Australia (Rowe et al., 2013).
For new technologies to be successful and effective in small-holder systems, it needs to fit into the
existing system and be seen as a priority intervention (Marshall et al., 2011). It will probably be
difficult to convince upcoming farmers of the benefits of MAS or GS as opposed to the immediate
positive effect that crossbreeding poses. Nonetheless, it was stressed by Cloete (2012) that
interventions to the benefit of small-scale production systems should take place with the cooperation
and support of all roleplayers. The lack of active community involvement has often led to the failure
of livestock breeding projects in developing countries like those in the SADC region (Kosgey et al.,
2006). In contrast, successful projects were generally characterised by stakeholder involvement (Kahi
et al., 2010). The multifunctional role of livestock in communities in the developing world stems
from the importance of close involvement of livestock with the entire community (Moyo &
Swanepoel, 2010). Close interaction of local committees, researchers and development practitioners
is suggested to be beneficial for project success (Pell et al., 2010). Nesamvuni et al. (2010) stressed
the importance of participatory development approaches. The latter authors contended that integrated
research and development programs are highly preferable to research and development programs
operating in isolation. An excellent example of participatory action to reach a common goal is evident
from the study by Gizaw et al. (2014), where the recording of information on the flocks used were
coordinated and conducted by community members.

6. Shaping the future
Despite the challenges discussed in section 4 and 5, it is apt to consider genomic based selection
strategies for future developments that may contribute to food security. Indigenous livestock
resources, as pointed out in section 2.3, are seen as an important asset when farming under limiting
environmental conditions (Eisler et al., 2014). Efforts should therefore be directed to adequate genetic
characterisation and benchmarking against alternative breeds/ecotypes in terms of production,
resistance to stressors and reproduction (Cloete, 2012). The current lack of information creates a
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distinct opportunity for relatively low-cost research for members of scientific teams. Such studies
should be encouraged to ensure that adapted genotypes are maintained under long-term sustainable
environmental conditions.
Secondly, there seems to be adequate scope for the establishment of adapted recording schemes
involving flocks/herds of resource-poor farmers. The need for the acquisition of phenotypic records
from this sector is paramount, seeing that animals performing under sometimes severely limited
conditions are truly well adapted (Eisler et al., 2014). Modern technology, such as storing data on a
centralised database using cell phone technology, facilitates such recording enterprises (Gizaw et al.,
2014). It ought to be feasible to adopt these principles within the SADC region. In this way, a
comprehensive service can be rendered to resource-poor farmers, even in the absence of infrastructure
to record data. This can be combined with an open-nucleus system, which has been advocated as a
means to accelerate genetic progress of flocks/herds in developing countries (Kosgey et al., 2006).
This is the outlay used in the study by Gizaw et al. (2014), where genetic parameters and genetic
trends of village Menz sheep were compared with a nucleus flock under institutional control.
The proper characterisation and benchmarking of indigenous breeds should be followed with adapted
genotyping strategies to ensure adequate genetic information to enable GS in the major traits and trait
complexes of economic importance. Preferably genotyping platforms should be sufficiently dense to
allow the identification of genomic regions potentially involved with the ability of indigenous breeds
to adapt to adverse conditions. Given that indigenous breeds are often subject to ascertainment bias
when the existing genotyping platforms are used, it is important to ensure that genomic information at
an adequate number of informative loci is available for this purpose. It is assumed that the adaptive
characteristics of indigenous breeds to adverse conditions will justify the investment in genotyping
costs.
A major challenge awaits scientists in the SADC region, namely to establish reference populations for
all commercial and indigenous breeds of economic interest in the region for the future implementation
of GS. It is foreseen that the funds to fulfil this will not be raised easily, since even well-off overseas
research and development institutions concede that the cost of such projects is likely to be too much
for one organisation to bear (Pollak et al., 2012). Similarly, the expertise to allow a major intervention
like this is unlikely to be vested in a single organisation. The success of any enterprise of this nature
will hinge upon the ability of organisations to collaborate in a constructive fashion (Cloete et al.,
2014). The ability of principal investigators on specific projects to leverage funds from various local
and international funding bodies will also be a prerequisite for success. Part of the money needed for
these projects may be leveraged from commercial agriculture for projects benefitting this sector.
However, funding for research on the flocks/herds of small-scale farmers will need to be funded from
external sources. Scientists/sociologists dedicated to the cause of improving the livelihood of this
sector will face a challenging situation with reference to the acquisition of funds for such projects.
The cutting down on genotyping costs by pooling DNA may have a role to play in delivering services
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to this sector , while further reductions in the cost of genotyping may also assist (Cloete, 2012).
Considerable research efforts should be undertaken before a comprehensive service will be rendered
to all stakeholders. The success of such projects will depend on the support of the broader industry in
monetary terms, but also in-kind by the rendering of services or doing in-house data recording.
Ideally, regional governments would sense the importance of the proposed interventions and support
the efforts of the scientists involved. Project teams involved in this research should also be
strengthened by scientists/institutions abroad, as local expertise will be lacking in several skills that
are needed to successfully implement projects of this nature at the scale needed (Cloete et al., 2014).
Finally, after substantial gains have been made in the local expertise on the subject of GS, other
lucrative venues could be investigated to further strengthen local collaboration in the region. Such an
opportunity exists in the introgression of favourable genes in resource-poor livestock production
systems, possibly using germplasm from commercial stud rams or bulls. This intervention could be
applied in nucleus herds and flocks, with subsequent dissemination to the smallholder populations.
This solution is pertinent only in cases where a specific production system is already in place.
The availability of equipment and techniques for tracing products in the SADC countries, can make
important contributions to traceability and proof of origin of animal products could assist in valorising
products originating from livestock. Animal-products are often sold through informal channels, such
as farmers’ markets and food stalls and verification of the food’s source of species and origin could be
very valuable. Efforts from researchers and funders should be directed towards appropriate available
genomic technologies to actively pursue traceability issues in developing countries.

7. Conclusions
Food security will not be ensured by focussing on one discipline, but will require the ability of SADC
livestock scientists and their co-workers to integrate genomics, quantitative breeding, nutrition,
physiology and management with a careful consideration of the production system and the socioeconomic environment. It is envisaged that genomic tools will be applied in future to search for traits
associated with adaptation and disease resistance and unique product traits. This is an essential step to
provide the knowledge to formulate appropriate breeding objectives and selection criteria for these
breeds within the small-holder systems. This may ensure the uptake of these populations also in
commercial, low-input systems to contribute to food security.
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